With more than 75 percent of all companies running part or all of their operations on open source software, corporate use of open source software is now business for everyone. Understanding open source licenses and open source compliance is an ongoing challenge for companies seeking to maintain their technological and competitive advantage. Open source compliance failures can result in severe consequences, such as costly lawsuits, systematic recall of shipped products, financial penalties, and complex engineering solutions to fix the problem. The Software Compliance Academy specializes in mastering the challenges posed by open source software compliance.

WHY TRAIN WITH US

Our training programs span the entire range of software compliance, from licensing models and risk assessment to software scanning tools, compliance processes and workflow optimization. We combine legal and technical expertise with business acumen from across various jurisdictions. All courses include intensive hands-on exercises to demonstrate real-world dilemmas and practical implementation of compliance programs. We form strong partnerships with our clients empowering them to improve their competitive advantage through open source compliance.
Our training programs provide targeted strategies for software compliance and workflow optimization.

**OPEN SOURCE TRAINING FOR SOFTWARE STAFF**

- IP Basics: What is Intellectual Property?
- Open Source Licensing Models: What Makes Software “Free” and Open?
- Open Source Compliance: License Obligations and License Compatibility?
- Reality Check: What is in Your Products?
- End-to-end Compliance Management: Best Practices?
- Who Should Attend: Head of Development, Software Staff

**COMPLIANCE AND MANAGEMENT LIABILITY**

- Compliance and Management Liability: Case Law
- Open Source License Compliance: License Management, Audits, and Scanning Tools
- International Standards: OpenChain
- Internal Procedures: Workflow Optimization
- Who Should Attend: Senior Management, Project Lead

**SOFTWARE SCANNING TOOLS**

- Software Compliance: What is in the Box?
- Problem Identification: What is the Problem?
- Scanning Tools: Proprietary and Open Source Tools?
- Find the Right Solution for the Individual Problem!
- Who Should Attend: Software Staff, Legal Counsel, Management

Please contact us at office@scompliance.com for details and individually tailored training programs.